As the demand for data storage capacity continually grows, data storage technologies are being driven to higher area densities. Because they produce small spot size, near-field optical techniques using evanescent light are being developed to overcome the diffraction limit of far-field optics and have been applied to optical data storage achieving high recording densities. In this case, small aperture, scattering points or solid immersion lens (SIL) have been used to record or retrieve small marks beyond the diffraction limit. In particular, Betzig et al. first applied a small aperture for magneto-optical recording to record and retrieve small marks [1]. The resolution of the metal coated taper in a scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM) probe is not limited by the far-field diffraction limit and the resolution is less than 60 nm. However, low efficiency of the throughput of this probe limits the speed if readout and recording. Martin et al. adapted an oscillation aperture-less media [2]. Planar aperture flying heads have also been developed [3,4,5]. SIL has been applied to magneto-optical recording [6,7]. The SIL system has been analyzed by using numerical simulation and also static experiments [8,9]. An advantage of the SIL lens is high optical throughput, which is several orders of magnitude larger than that of a conventional SNOM probe. However, there is technical difficulty in keeping the position of the relatively large flat bottom of the SIL in the near-field zone of the recoding medium. In order to overcome this issue, a sharp conical shape attached at the bottom of the SIL can improve the position of the SIL probe [10]. Therefore, estimation of the field behavior about the signal readout process includes the interaction of the electromagnetic fields between the near-field probe and the marks is a very important factor in the SIL-probe system. However, analytical methods face difficulty when the SIL-probe system has complicated geometry. Kusato et al. first designed a tapered dielectric near-field 60
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As the demand for data storage capacity continually grows, data storage technologies are being driven to higher area densities. Because they produce small spot size, near-field optical techniques using evanescent light are being developed to overcome the diffraction limit of far-field optics and have been applied to optical data storage achieving high recording densities. In this case, small aperture, scattering points or solid immersion lens (SIL) have been used to record or retrieve small marks beyond the diffraction limit. In particular, Betzig et al. first applied a small aperture for magneto-optical recording to record and retrieve small marks [1] . The resolution of the metal coated taper in a scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM) probe is not limited by the far-field diffraction limit and the resolution is less than 60 nm. However, low efficiency of the throughput of this probe limits the speed if readout and recording. Martin et al. adapted an oscillation aperture-less media [2] . Planar aperture flying heads have also been developed [3, 4, 5] . SIL has been applied to magneto-optical recording [6, 7] . The SIL system has been analyzed by using numerical simulation and also static experiments [8, 9] . An advantage of the SIL lens is high optical throughput, which is several orders of magnitude larger than that of a conventional SNOM probe. However, there is technical difficulty in keeping the position of the relatively large flat bottom of the SIL in the near-field zone of the recoding medium. In order to overcome this issue, a sharp conical shape attached at the bottom of the SIL can improve the position of the SIL probe [10] . Therefore, estimation of the field behavior about the signal readout process includes the interaction of the electromagnetic fields between the near-field probe and the marks is a very important factor in the SIL-probe system. However, analytical methods face difficulty when the SIL-probe system has complicated geometry. Kusato et al. first designed a tapered dielectric near-field 60 probes for optical recording using a commercial finite difference time domain (FDTD) code for the FDTD computations [10] . In order to simplify their computational model, a perfect electric conductor as a recorded mark, is set into the dielectric medium in order to calculate the scattered field from the mark. Since metal taken as a perfect conductor [11, 12, 13, 14] causes concern that the optic in the near-field region surrounded by metal may not be simulated accurately, and the recording layers regards as a single dielectric medium is not realistic to the real SIL-probe system. For the purpose of improving this problem, the computational model we used is approached to the real system and we designed an alternative tapered probe whose bottom is flat, table shape, coated with a thin metal film on the local surface and 1/n wavelength in diameter. This diameter is large enough to propagate the incident light without significant decay of the amplitude and the diameter significantly than the spot size achievable with the SIL uses alone. For conventional optical simulation programs that are not directly transferred to analyze near-field phenomena and some commercial codes can not grasp the detailed properties in SNOM which we intend to realize, we have developed a near-field optical program which is written in Fortran language by a three-dimensional (3D) FDTD [15, 16, 17 ] method basing on the Maxwell's equations to calculate the field distribution around the SIL-probe system. This FDTD method is a very useful method to obtain the field distribution between the probe and the sample in the near-field interaction [18, 19] .
In this chapter, we describe our simulation results on the optical properties of field distribution between the SIL-probe and the recording-layers system. An optical system that combines a SIL with a probe tip exhibits certain merits. The main advantage of this system is small spot size, which is mainly determined by the size of probe apex, because the light spot illuminating the probe apex is smaller than is possible with fiber base or far-field illumination.
Another fundamental advantage of the SIL-probe is in the detection process. In order to fabricate an optimal SIL-probe system, the local surface of SIL base and the local surface of probe tip are coated with metallic thin film. An idea to implement the fabrication of a type of the SIL-probe system is proposed.
Simulation model
A system using a hemispherical SIL with a conical dielectric probe between an objective 61 lens and the recording layers is shown in Fig. 5 .1, in which the optical spot diameter s in the recording layers is reduced by a factor equal to the refractive index n sil-probe . That is, the full-width-at-1/e 2 spot size s is approximately s=λ/NA eff , where NA eff is the effective numerical aperture and λis the wavelength of laser light in air. For the hemispherical SIL, NA eff= n sil sinθ, n sil is the refractive index in the SIL, and θ is the angle between the outmost rays and the optic axis. In this system NA eff .>1. can be easily realized with a high index SIL. The SIL is a perfect hemisphere that combined with a conical probe. By placing the flat surface exactly on the focal plane of the objective lens and centering the lens under the objective, the laser beam focused on the optic axis will unrefractly pass the lens and continue to focus directly on the flat surface. The probe, which is in near contact with the recording layers, reduces the wavelength by some factors and produces a small spot size. The reflected light is collected by the objective lens and directed to the detectors. The probe shape can be easily fabricated by using a conventional lithographic technique and applied to a flying head for near-field optical recording. In our simulation model, we assume that the truncated 
Numerical results

NSOM image in a SIL-probe system without effects of recording-layers interactions
First, we examine the material for the SIL-probe(LaSFN9 glass; its refractive index n=1.843). In order to understand the detailed mechanism for the incident light passing through the SIL probe, the interactions between the SIL probe and recording layers are side of the probe. The light is mainly split into two parts, one escaping from lateral sides at the intersection surface between the SIL and the probe (these far-field components will contribute to illuminate on a large spatial zone), the other one propagating inside the tip as far as this one is wide enough. The reflection light from the conic side of the probe couples with the incident light to become the incomplete standing wave and the light start to escape from the lateral surfaces as long as the diameter of conic shape larger than (0.27)λ/n sil-probe nm. These will also contribute far-field component. The light generated by the apex of the probe is essentially evanescent, since most propagating components escaped laterally before reaching the top of the probe apex. The near-field effect is confined to the surface area located in front of the probe extremity and the illumination process is mainly supported by the evanescent fields in this region. This is a phenomenon of near-field scattering. By way of our simulation in this case we find the electric field distribution of ) show the gray-scaled map of the total electric field modulus on an x -z sectional plane (at y=71Δ) and y -z sectional plane (at x=71Δ) for y-polarization illumination, respectively. In the gray scale we used, white signifies higher intensity values.
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The polarized incident wave is decayed gradually by the dielectric tip, after exiting the apex of the probe, produces two perpendicularity polarized electric-field components, that is the incident field is entirely polarized along the y axis, the scattered field has also components along the x axis and z axis, respectively. These components produce depolarization at this interface between the probe tip and the air. Consideration of the evanescent decay is of primary importance in the design SIL-probe system. Recall that under the weak scatterer approximation the strongest intensities are found near the center of the tip apex. The calculated intensity of images will be discussed in this section when the SIL probe and recording layers are taken into account. The spacing between the SIL probe and the recording layers is chosen as h 2 =50 nm (see Fig. 1 ). The particular recording-layer structure investigated for the SIL-probe system recording is a four-layered medium:/ZnS-SiO 2 (n=2.15, thickness d=90 nm)/GeSbTe (n X= 4.45+1.65i, n A= 4.4+2.1i, thickness d=20 nm)/ZnS-SiO2 (n=2.15, thickness d=15 nm)/Al alloy (n=1.2+5.8i, thickness d =150 nm)/glass (n=1.5), imura AND Yan Zhang Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. Vol. 40(2001 ) pp. 1778 -1782 
